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Crib Notes 
• By Jim Laiky • 
One of the most valuable com-
modities that we waste is time! 
Take college, for instance—we go 
to classes four days a week, four 
weeks most months, and for about 
nine months a year. At this rate 
it takes us four years to get a 
degree. It seems to me that if 
we attended classes six days a 
week, four weeks a month, and 
eleven months a year, we could 
complete the standard four year 
course in two years. What do 
you think? 
• • • 
Here is an interesting quote 
from Vol. I. of the Report of The 
President's Commission on Higher Ed-
ucation "To teach the meaning 
and the processes of democracy, 
the college campus itself should 
be employed as a laboratory of 
the democratic way of life. Ideas 
and ideals become dynamic as 
they are lived, and the habit of 
cooperation in a common en-
terprise can be gained most 
surely in practice. But this 
learning cannot take place in 
institutions of higher education 
that are operated on authori-
tarian principles." 
• • • 
To be sure, young people can-
not be expected to develop a firm 
allegiance to the democratic faith 
they are taught in the classroom 
if their campus life is carried on 
in an authoritarian atmosphere. 
But — in college, as in life itself, 
the student must prove himself 
worthy of the privileges that ac-
crue from a democracy by demon-
strating his ability to accept re-
sponsibility — and by his willing-
ness to work. Or is this expecting 
too much? 
• • • 
Just the other day I heard a 
fellow say: "Why don't we have 
the Spring Prom out at the Oaks? 
After all, St. Mary's is going to 
have theirs out there. They plan 
on having a sort of dinner-dance. 
For $3.50 they're getting an or-
chestra, a meal, and a flower. 
I've always figured that a nice 
nite club was more conducive to 
a successful dance than a stuffy, 
odiferous gymnasium. Besides, 
think of the money, time, and 
effort we would save!" What 
could I say, but — "It's a terrific 
idea!" 
• • • 
To that group of honest, hard-
working, and long-suffering folk 
that clean up after us and at-
tempt to keep us from freezing 
to death here in the hallowed 
halls of W.S.T.C.; namely, the 
janitorial staff, the custodians, 
and the engineers, I throw the 
bouquet of long-stemmed roses. 
This group of unsung heroes are 
seldom appreciated and rarely 
complimented. They certainly 
deserve it. 
• • • 
Did you know that — on Au-
gust 1, 1946, the President of the 
United States signed an act 
(Public Law 584, 79th Congress) 
which set aside some $20,000,000 
of foreign currencies and credits 
realized through surplus-property 
sales? This money is to be used 
for sending Americans abroad, 
maintaining foreigners at Amer-
ican educational institutions 
abroad, and for financing travel 
for nationals of other countries 
to the U. S. for study here. 
KappaDeltaPi 
To Initiate 12 
On Tuesday, March 1, our 
W.S.T.C. Gamma Tau chapter 
of Kappa Delta Pi will initiate 
twelve new members at a semi-
informal buffet supper to be held 
in the social room of Shepard 
hall at 7:30 p.m. 
Those students to be initiated 
are as follows: Lorraine Erickson, 
Earl Hovland, Melvin Kirkland, 
Frances Langmo, Robert Sershen, 
Philip Schwab, Roger Smith, 
James Swenson, Bette Waldron, 
Raymond Yahtes„ Clarice Jack-
son, and Sadie Vollan. 
Kappa Delta Pi is an honorary 
scholastic education society or 
fraternity. It is dedicated to the 
goal of raising the standards of 
the teaching profession. 
The Misses Elaine Nienow and 
Jean Jederman are in charge of 
the program for the evening. 
. 	- 
Sixty-Seven To 
Receive Degrees 
A definite record will be estab-
lished at Winona State Teachers 
college this year with the gradu-
ation of 67 four-year students, it 
was announced by the Registrar's 
office recently. 
This is the largest graduating 
class of seniors in the history of 	Frank Sheehan was reappointed 
the college. In 1940 the college resident director of the Winona 
graduated 62 seniors and in 1941, State Teachers college by Gover-
61 people received their four- nor Luther W. Youngdahl. 
years degrees. The class of '40 	His appointment to a four-year 
was composed of 27 men, and the term to the state Teachers Col- 
class of '41 contained 25 men. 	lege Board was announced re- 
Seven seniors will receive their cently in St. Paul. 
degrees at the end of this winter 	Mr. Sheehan had been serving 
quarter. Those graduating at this as resident director since 1947 
time are Mary Ann Tostenson, when he was appointed to fill a 
Charlotte Thompson, Marilyn vacancy created by the death of 
Graskamp, Beverly Fahsl, Gerald Blake Nevius. Mr. Sheehan was 
Frazer, James Werner, and How- also resident director of the col-
ard McLean. lege from 1933 to 1937. 
Acting Class to Present 
Three One Act Plays 
On Thursday evening, February 24, at 8:00 p.m., the work of the 
Elementary Acting Technics class will culminate in the presentation 
of three one-act plays under the direction of Miss Dorothy B. Magnus 
and Mrs. Bonnie O'Brien and produced by the Wenonah Players. 
The plays that will be produced, together with their respective 
casts, are as follows: 
1. THE MAN IN THE BOWLER HAT by A. A. Milne. 
This is a farce-comedy, and in the words of the author, is a "terribly 
exciting affair." Included in the cast are Bill McCormack, Molly 
Gilbertson, Don Redlich, Gerry O'Neil, Joe Fennie, Don Sweeney, 
and Earl Schroeder. 
2. OVERTONES by Alice Gerstenberg. 
This play is a psychological drama and the cast includes Rosalie 
Critchfield, Frances Langmo, Shirley Worner, and Jean Norton. 
3. SHAM by Frank G. Tompkins, is a social-satire. Included in the 
cast are John Kirby, Gerald Radtke, Joan Wintervold, and Dan 
O'Neil. 
The Rhythm Masters, the college swing band, will play during the 
intermissions. Following the performance, refreshments will be served. 
There will be no admission charged and the public is cordially 
invited. 
Rosalie Voelker to Retire 
As College Accountant 
After almost thirty years of continuous service as college account-
ant, stenographer, and general office factotum, Miss Rosalie Voelker 
will retire this summer. 
Miss Voelker came to Teachers college in 1914 when it was known 
as the State Normal School. She worked as accountant for two years 
and then left to take a similar position at Mayville Teachers college 
at Mayville, North Dakota, where she remained for five years before 
returning to Winona. 
She accepted a position here at the teachers college in 1921 and 
has been here ever since. Miss 
Voelker was working here at the 
time that the main building 
burned. She recalls how she had 
to set up her office in a church 
across from the campus. It was 
at this time that classes were 
being held all over town, with 
many of them meeting at the 
Masonic Temple. 
Organizing and setting up 
scholarships, setting up emer-
gency headquarters following 
the fire, and making up new rec-
ords were just a few of the espe-
cially difficult tasks that Miss 
Voelker overcame. Besides this, 
she had to attack and master the 
intricacies of the New Deal al-
phabet and the Veteran's Ad-
ministration. 
For the first twenty years Miss 
Voelker was able to handle the 
job by herself; but, with the 
ever-increasing complexity of her 
task, she was forced to seek help. 
Now she has several assistants 
working under her. 
Miss Voelker is a native of 
Winona. She graduated from 
Winona Senior High School, the 
Winona Business college, and the 
Gregg college in Chicago. 
Assembly Hears 
Dr. George Hill 
Speaking on the mutual or 
reciprocal nature of the obliga-
tions of colleges and their stu-
dents in a talk at assembly on 
Monday morning, February 7, 
Dr. George Hill, consultant for 
the North Central Association, 
said: "Furthering the best inter-
ests of the students is the object 
of the North Central Association." 
Spiking his talk with a variety 
of subtle anecdotes Dr. Hill told 
the assembly that "the hardest 
thing in the world for us to do is 
to think!" He continued by 
stating, "When we do think, most 
of us think with our endocrine 
glands." 
In an effort to make clear the 
basic aims and objectives of the 
N.C.A., Dr. Hill outlined as fol-
lows the four things that a col-
lege owes its students and the 
four things that a student owes 
his college: 
1. The opportunity to make wise 
and intelligent decisions. 
2. Good instruction and com-
petent teachers. 
3. Opportunity to develop skills, 
aptitudes, and attitudes nec-
essary to one's professional 
life. 
4. Continued interest in the stu-
dent following graduation ; 
and for the student 
1. Moral obligation to be intel-
ligent 
2. Reasonable expectations 
3. Reasonable effort 
4. Loyalty. 
It was the opinion of the speak-
er that there were definite limita-
tions of what a college could do 
for its students. 
Dr. Hill closed his talk by re-
marking that "the best contribu-
tion you can make this college is 
to be a decent, hard-working 
citizen." 
During the afternoon, Dr. Hill 
returned to the campus to meet 
with faculty and student com-
mittees to discuss problems in 
curriculum revision, educational 
philosophy, and methods. 
Miss Aarestad to 
Attend Conference 
Miss Amanda Aarestad, fifth 
grade supervisor in the Phelps 
Laboratory School of the teachers 
college, will attend, the 28th an-
nual meeting of the Association 
for Student Teaching to be held 
at St. Louis, Missouri, on Febru-
ary 25, 26, and 27. 
An invitation was extended to 
Miss Aarestad to serve on the 
nominating committee and the 
committee fox the revision of the 
constitution and by-laws. Each 
committee will consist of one 
member from each of the nine 
states represented in the associa-
tion. 
The general theme of the con-
ference is "Utilizing Community 
Resources in Teacher Education." 
The program for Saturday, Febru-
ary 26th has been prepared jointly 
with the Council on Cooperation 
in Teacher Education. 
Miss Aarestad is vice-president 
of the Minnesota-North and 
South Dakota unit of the Asso-
ciation for Student Teaching. 
Sheehan Reappointed 
Resident Director 
Alumni Report 
on Building Needs 
In a recent interview of several 
alumni, the following question 
was put forth: "What is your 
opinion of the T. C. building 
program?" Their respective an-
swers, made in the form of a 
statement, are as follows: 
Paul J. Hardt, president of the 
W.S.T.C. Alumni Society — 
"The time has come for all 
alumni to support the building 
program of the college. The leg-
islature is now in session, and 
bills have been introduced for 
the necessary appropriations. A 
physical education building is 
our most urgent need. Our 
present facilities were built 
when we had a two-year normal 
course with less than 100 men 
enrolled. Now we are forced to 
utilize these cramped quarters 
with a four-year curriculum, in-
cluding 76 physical education 
courses, with an enrollment of 
• 361 men. The only building ap-
propriation that we have had 
since 1923 has been $30,000.00 
for concrete bleachers, now par-
tially finished and requiring 
$40,000.00 more to complete. We 
have a job to do. Let's get busy!" 
Peter F. Loughrey, past pres- 
ident of the W.S.T.C. Alumni 
Society — 
"I am glad that the state of 
Minnesota is at last beginning to 
recognize the fact that such 
schools as the Winona State 
Teachers college is the foundation 
of our school system in the state. 
Only in quite recent years have 
the teachers colleges been able to 
grant a degree and set up pre-
courses for the university. It 
goes without saying that such 
courses cannot carry on efficiently 
unless proper buildings and equip-
ment are furnished. It also goes 
without saying then that there 
can be no question but what the 
building program planned is a 
`must' if the college is going to 
function at its best. I certainly 
am for it one hundred per cent." 
Everett Edstrom, of Edstrom 
Enterprises, Inc., class of '37 — 
"I'm all for it — even twice 
as much. Motion and movement 
are the essence of life. A business 
cannot t remain static; 
either it progresses or retrogresses. 
Dr. Minne and the administra-
tion of the W.S.T.C. have the 
support of the townspeople, the 
alumni, and the students with 
regard to the building program." 
Summer Session to 
Have Workshop 
Summer session enrollees in 
elementary education will explore 
a new technique at Winona 
through the combination of con-
tent and technics classes into a 
workshop plan. 
Miss Kathryn Dunlay, Train-. 
ing school second grade super-
visor, will teach a primary group 
and Miss Laura Strait, Gilmore 
Valley supervisor, will instruct 
an intermediate group of Phelps 
pupils. 
Through these two classroom 
situations plus afternoon work-
shop sessions which will be con-
ducted by authorities in various 
teaching problem fields, enrollees 
will come to grips with the actu-
alities of the profession. 
Mr. Fishbaugher, Training and 
Placement director, will adminis-
trate the plan. 
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BIRTH DAY BLURB 
by Macey Ihlan 
Here's that Cherry Tree month again, 
but did you know that the original Parson 
Weem's tale said George merely barked —
not chopped down—the tree? Could it be 
a disillusionment we've been laboring 
under? What a blow with no more hatchet 
parties on "Birthington's Washday." 
Speaking of birthdays, great and famous 
people were born in February, the month 
of amethysts and primroses. Without a 
doubt George and Abe led the field; but 
let's not overlook such celebrities as Wil-
liam Allen White, Charles Dickens, Sin-
clair Lewis, and Phil Schwab, renowned 
writers of their times. 
I hear tell that "Rusty lover," Roger 
Robb, had a birthday this month. We see 
that trim ex-marine figure around Morey 
Hall quite frequently. On the subject of 
figures, Josie Johns celebrated her birth-
day on the 6th again this year. We can't 
forget "Bashful Borgen," as Jerry is 
known; but although he blossoms red 
sometimes, we're glad to see him among 
the primroses. 
Come to think of it, the Bay Scouts 
were founded in February way back in 
1910. Curt "Machine" Austin is right in 
keeping with the tradition of his anniver-
sary as master of his troop. I'll bet he 
keeps his little scouts busy — listening. 
Another talkative "birthdayite" is Mary 
Kotloba who showed up on Ground Hog 
Day. I wonder if Mary has a cause sim-
ilar to that of Susan B. Anthony's, whose 
birthday was also this month. 
If being born in February is any indica-
tion of having excess energy, here is a 
perfect example — how that Carol Eakens 
does love to dance! You know, I almost 
think Adean King should have been 
named Adean Queen after h-er predecessors, 
Queen Anne and Queen Mary of England, 
all of February birth. 
Listed also among the gems of ame-
thystine hue are Bob "Psychological A" 
Sershen, Don Sweeney, George Sand-
stede, Joyce Waterbury, Bob "Daddy, 
Dolly, Hollywood" Stark, Clarice Jack-
son, Alma Smith, Andy Buggs, Bill 
"Bus Driver" McCormack, Mel Kirk-
land, Johnny Edwards, and Ross "Har-
mony House" Wood. 
Such musicians of repute as Victor Her-
bert, Jascha Heifetz, and Frederic Chopin 
had birthdays in February; but never let 
it be said that W.S.T.C. can't match their 
artistic pursuits with George Truwe, Ken 
"Whitey" Shipstead, Millie Dopke, and 
Maureen Peterson around to "set it to 
music." 
Last, but definitely not least, comes the 
sweetheart of them all — Jerry Radtke, 
born on February 14th. With plagiarism 
and a strong bow I throw a bouquet of red 
hearts and cupid arrows to our own Valen-
tine. 
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Student of the Month 
Jean. Jederman 
It's our pleasure to introduce this 
month a little lady whose laughing eyes 
and winning personality make it almost 
unnecessary to note more than that her 
name is Jean Jederman. 
Jeanie's endeavors, listed from A to Z, 
would well fill the whole of this page, but 
her guiding hand and erstwhile member-
ship have been especially appreciated as 
editor of the Wenonah, member of the 
Di-No-Mo club, \V.A.A., and Wenonah 
Players. 
Proof that more than fun goes on be-
neath her light brown curls was her election 
last year to Kappa Delta Pi. 
"Jady" makes her farewell to W.S.T.C. 
this spring with honors as an elementary 
major, and minors gained in (if minor is in 
her vocabulary), geography, social studies 
and physical education. 
The good wishes of the faculty and the 
student body accompany one of T. C.'s 
leading contenders for "most likely to suc-
ceed," as Jean embarks upon her teaching 
career. 
The Editor Says-- 
Considerable amount of official word has 
been spoken and much remains to be said 
in the future about a situation that is be-
coming acute here at the college. It is 
very probable that nothing new will be 
said in this column but there is the remote 
possibility that mere repetitiOn will even-
tually rectify the unhappy situation. 
The problem concerns what to do about 
the abnormal number of library books that 
are floating about the college still bearing 
the checkout card which ought to be prop-
erly filed in the library each time a book 
is removed from the building. 
Any number of studerits, each keenly 
aware of the problem, will guarantee that 
there are at all times from ten to twenty 
books that are left carelessly about the 
school in an irritating number of cases, 
indicating that shoplifting has been 
committed again. 
Such a condition indicates a gross and 
appalling lack of thoughtfulness for others, 
as well as complete disregard for proper 
procedures that the majority of students 
feel obligated to follow. 
The additional fact that many of the 
books in our library are considered by the 
instructors as an integral part of the college 
class reference material makes the situation 
more unjust. 
There is a growing possibility that unless 
the practice is discontinued in the imme-
diate future a first-class shakedown will 
have to be instituted for each student en-
tering and leaving the library. It is also 
possible that a procedure will have to be 
adopted allowing only the librarians back 
in the stacks. 
If either such alternatives actually are 
initiated we will all with one accord moan 
that we are not being treated like adults. 
But we can ask to be treated like adults 
only when we commence to act like adults. 
WHAT'S YOUR SCORE? 
By Lyman Geary 
It was my pleasure to hear an impromtu 
forum the other day with some of the 
more venerable and outspoken students of 
T. C. holding forth. The topic was: resolved: 
average or "C" students make better in-
structors after graduation than the "A" 
or "B" scholars. The merits of the ques-
tion are relatively unimportant but the 
fact that the group took the time to discuss 
such matters to the enlightenment and 
enjoyment of themselves and many of us 
listening was commendable in itself. It 
prompted me to make a mental note that 
our academic pursuits here have a healthy 
balance since the student mind hasn't been 
stereotyped to express itself as the physics 
or psychology outline dictates. 
One noted educator has gone so far as 
to state that in his opinion 75% of what is 
practically worthwhile after college is 
gained in bull sessions and non-classroom 
activities during school days. What he 
had in mind was personality development—
the stuff it takes to get along and get 
ahead after the sheepskin is presented. 
Countless personnel authorities claim that 
success is due more to a well rounded per-
sonality than any other factor. 
Perhaps a look at our own armor might 
be in order. See how you do on the follow-
ing questions: 
10 points if you actively belong to one or 
more school clubs. 
10 points for each activity evidencing good 
school citizenship. (Planning committee, 
student government, pep fest committee, 
school paper, etc.) 
5 points if you have attended one or more 
school parties or dances this quarter. 
.10 points if you attend or participate in at 
least one of the varsity or intramural sports 
or play in the college band, choir, etc. 
10 points if you can name 10 instructors of 
the college and subject they teach. 
10 points if you can name at least 15 stu-
dents with whom you have speaking 
acquaintance. 
5 points if you participate in any outside 
organizations or if you have a part time 
job. 
10 points if you often talk over with two or 
more friends, subjects not found in the 
comics, sports or society pages of a news-
paper. 
10 points if you try each week to cultivate a 
new friend or get to know an old acquaint-
ance better. (Friendship remains today as 
always the best investment you can make.) 
10 points if you are satisfied that you are 
investing your spare time gainfully 
toward rounding out your personality and 
thereby giving depth to your character. 
Be liberal but fair with yourself. If 
no one ever wasted a moment I suggest 
he be put under glass for the great glory 
of the human race. 
90 is Perfect (You're not human). 
75 is Excellent. 
60 is Good. 
Can you afford to disregard your score? 
Knowledge is more than classroom profi-
ciency. Somewhere we have to find out 
how to get , along with ourselves, with 
others, and be able to contribute positively 
to the society in which we make our living 
and live our lives. We might start by im-
proving the above score. 
It occurs to me that the reason a college 
is such a treasury of knowledge is that 
freshmen bring so much with them and 
seniors take so little out. 
What's your score? 
Modern Valentine 
Dear lady, on this day of days, 
When affection reigns supreme —
Please listen to a lover's plaint, 
Upon an age-old theme. 
Before your feet, I place my all, 
Money, jewels, house, and car. 
If you will but wed with me, 
I'll buy the farthest star. 
Twenty servants you shall have, 
To answer each beck and call. 
Your life will be one long dream, 
You'll be the belle of the ball. 
Just one more thing I must know, 
If we wed with ring and book, 
All I have is yours, my love —
If you can only cook! 
R. G. Clayton 
Duz Does Everything . • • • 
The Dorms Sing 
	 Washboard Blues 
Technically, to launder means "to wash." 
In the girls' dorm, however, this expres-
sion means, more exactly, "Saturday's 
ordeal" or "one of life's little problems." . 
Why so? The average dorm-dweller will 
tell you a tale of woe similar to the one 
that follows. 
"Every Saturday morning before sun-
rise, I hit the deck at the first protest of 
my alarm clock, and dash down innumer-
able stairs to the already-crowded laundry 
room, where I patiently await my turn 
to use the all-important washing machine. 
Usually by ten o'clock my chance comes, 
and I smile a hearty sneer as I discover 
that the hot water has been used. But do 
I let a little thing like that darken my 
day? Heaven forbid! Cheerfully, I proceed 
to heat little pans of rusty water on the 
fudge kitchen stove and to fill the machine 
with the laboriously transformed aqua. 
"After finally getting the first washerful 
of soapy clothes wrung (without the aid 
of a wringer) into a tub equipped with an 
inadequate plug, I look up from my work, 
disheveled and exhausted, to see three or 
four little neighborhood cherubs laughing 
at me through the window. After leaping 
to draw the shade and utter a few non-too-
cordial words to the pint-sized pixies, I 
return, now thoroughly disgruntled, to 
rinse the clothes and free the machine 
from the appropriately advertised `inde-
structible suds.' Finding that someone 
had used all of my bluing (which I had 
inadvertently left unattended in the laun-
dry room for four minutes this morning), 
I proceed to the drying room to hang up 
the off-white articles. 'When what to my 
wondering eyes should appear,' but a 
clothesline all full, from here — to — here. 
How infuriatin'! Now I'll have to carry 
this tonnage of wet clothes outside, and 
freeze as stiff as my icy sheets while I 
apply the clothespins to the solidifying 
garments. But I-uh-oh-ogh-mm-there! I'm 
done! For seven whole days I can rest and 
go into training so I'll be in shape for next 
week's wash. Wish me luck—!" 
Right, girls? 
MY SOB STORY 
by Violet Jensen 
My little sister, innocent being that she 
is, came up to me the other day and con-
fronted me with: "I'm planning to go to 
college next year. What's the straight dope 
on a night in a dormitory?" I concealed a 
sneer as I told her. 
"With the tintinabulation of the bells, 
bells, bells, bells, — that's a line from "An 
Evening In Morey," by the bell girl. Every 
evening, from seven until eight o'clock, 
the halls are in constant vibration from 
telephone bells, door bells, and room bells. 
"Once quiet hours tick around, you'll 
get the chance to hear some real noise. 
Not only are these specified hours a good 
time for practicing your horn playing or 
tap dancing, but they also afford excellent 
opportunities for testing the tone quality 
of your door slamming. 
"When, at nine o'clock, you are at last 
free to make noise, why bother? You're 
too tired, anyway, so how about a nap for 
awhile? You can wake up at midnight and 
resume the fun. 
"While all these things are transpiring 
in the inner regions of the dormitory, excit-
ing events are shaping up at the front door. 
Promptly at 10:30, a horde of couples make 
a mad dash for the entrance, and those 
girls lucky enough to survive the crowd 
make their way to their various rooms, or 
to the smoker, where they have story-
telling parties until everyone is hoarse, and 
the grey dawn is streaking the sky with 
promises of (heaven forbid) another day. 
"Some of the more sophisticated crowd go 
to bed at night, but there are a substantial 
number of people who conscientiously abstain 
from sleeping. Don't let the upperclassmen 
try to convince you that they study all night. 
Write letters? Yes. Read magazines? Yes. 
Listen to the radio? Yes. But study? Never. 
(Libraries, and only libraries, were made for 
that phase of college life.) 
"The best advice I can give you, little 
girl, is to grow up to be somebody's loving 
wife, rather than some dormitory's latest 
victim." 
The placement office is a busy place during the first part of the year when 
students are seeking teaching positions. Here Mr. Glenn Fishbaugher is 
discussing openings with Jean Darling and Donald Gernes. 
Do You Know — 
Placement Bureau 
—What It Is? 
When a co-ed can dress 
in the key of " GEE 99 
. . . hers will be a mighty musical spring. For — in a school 
season set to music it's the best dressed gals that call the tunes. 
You too can dress in the key of "Gee" and still be lyrical 
about your budget balancing — if — 
YOU LEARN TO SEW 
Learn to sew and you can make the clothes you need at a 
fraction of current prices. 
Here's a wonderful opportunity to cut cost corners. Suggest 
it to your friends. It's easy and it is economical, too — because 
you actually make a dress while learning. 8 COMPLETE 2-HOUR $8 
LESSONS ONLY 
Stop in or Phone your . . . 
SINGER SEWING CENTER 
A-1 
CLEANERS 
AND 
LAUNDERERS A-1 
Don't Accept Less Than the Best 
Phone 7949 
	 521 Huff St. 
EAT AT THE 
Stea < So -lop 
125 Main 	Phone 3150 
Your WILLYS OVERLAND Dealers 
HOME MOTOR 
Sales and Parts 
Second and Washington 
Matteson 
Confectionery 
410 Center Street 
KING'S CONFECTIONERY 
HAMBURGERS 
ICE CREAM 
CANDY 
523 Huff Street 
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This suggests a great pheno-
menon in the world of scholar-
ship. How, oh, how, did the 
first writer ever manage to write 
when he didn't have anyone to 
copy ? He must have been a 
rugged individualist! However, 
he did manage to survive and all 
literature since then, judging 
from lectures in literature 
classes, has been influenced and 
re-influenced by preceding writ-
ers. 
Finally, in the name of Swift 
and Fielding, the novel came into 
being. The eager Americans were 
ready and waiting to pick it up 
and tie in some American culture. 
But the Americans still lack true 
originality; they had to be con-
tent with criticism and classifica- 
tion of writers. 
Classifications are much more 
controversial than influences, 
but yet we do have some classi-
cal examples. For instance, in 
the field of humor Mark Twain 
is openly regarded as the great-
est writer of all time, while Max 
Schulman is considered a silly 
little man creating a bad influ-
ence on children. Tragedy is ex-
pressed best by Erskine Cald-
well, while John Steinbeck is a 
revolutionist trying to contami-
nate the minds of the younger 
generation. Dostoevsky is really 
LEE & EDDIE'S 
School Supplies 
V. A. Orders Filled 
Lunches 	Sodas 
Sundaes 
Ice Cream for Parties 
159 W. King 	 Phone 4515  
a great writer of comedy, and, of 
course, Mother Goose is the per-
sonification of New England 
witchcraft. 
America is still striving for 
originality! 
The question now is whether 
or not the world of originality is 
dead. I don't think so. Finally 
something has emerged that isn't 
a result of influence of anything 
— the comic book. "At last,' 
shouted the critics," America has 
something original!" 
The comic book is holding a 
bigger and bigger place in Amer-
ican literature, and why not? 
It's in technicolor. It deals with 
subjects that we can all compre-
hend, and it offers the escape that 
many seek in literature but fail 
to find. Some early opinions ex-
pressed when these books first 
hit the newsstands were "a flash 
in the pan," "educational about 
foreign planets," "threat to col-
lege education," "threat to high 
school education," ". . . to grade 
school education," "cause for less 
crime," "cause for more crime." 
The infallible American public 
has won again. 
These didactic publications are 
beyond reproach. The kids like 
to associate themselves with the 
heroes in the stories, but even 
kids are practical. They know 
they could never hope to chase 
crooks in a big car, to fingerprint 
criminals, and least of all to 
bring them to justice. But they 
can see a possibility of their hold-
ing up a gas station, beating the 
hell out of their pals, and chasing 
girls around with carnal thoughts. 
Yes, the American public has 
finally -found something original, 
and they love it. They buy over 
10,000,000 copies a month just 
to prove it. America has not 
failed in originality! 
I.G.A. GROCERY STORE 
Every Day Low Prices 
FREE DELIVERY 
Urness & Dorn 
500 Huff St. 	 Phone 5346  
ALUMNI NOTES 
Suomi Finds 
Giant Lysemeter 
Verner Suomi, class of 1938, 
Assistant Professor of the College 
of Letters and Science, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, is now working 
on a large meteorological project. 
Suomi and his associate, Profes-
sor Reid Bryson, discovered that 
a certain field near Lake Mendota 
acts as a giant lysemeter because 
its income and outgo of moisture 
can be measured. 
This 120 acre field is the 
largest of its type in the world. 
It will enable scientists to study 
the water-temperature cycle and 
its close relationship to growing 
plants in a very large area under 
controlled conditions. Their in-
vestigations will be aided by 
new instruments invented by 
Suomi. 
Charlouise Lehman, 1944, is 
now Mrs. M. Leo Hedin. She is 
living in Sauk Centre, Minne-
sota, but is no longer teaching. 
Donald Hein, 1940, has re-
ceived his M.A. degree at the 
University of Minnesota. He is 
now teaching at Pipestone, but 
plans to enter Columbia Univer-
sity this spring and work for his 
Ph.D. degree. 
Alma Schwichtenberg, who re-
ceived her B.S. degree in 1944, 
recently married W. J. Irber of 
Minneapolis. Alma has been 
teaching ninth grade social stu-
dies and acting as a counsellor 
in the Willmar High School for 
the last four years. 
Fosdick E. Hill, class of 1946, 
who is teaching at the county 
high school, Jordon, Montana, 
was presented - on January 25 
with his fourth son. 
T.C. Instructors 
Plan For Dinner 
For the first time in Winona, 
graduates of the College of Edu-
cation, University of Minnesota, 
living in Winona and its vicinity, 
will be entertained at a banquet 
at the Winona Hotel tomorrow 
night. 
Dr. Augusta Nelson and Miss 
Amanda Aarestad of the college 
faculty, and Mr. Charles Beck-
man, principal of the Central 
Junior High Scho91, comprise 
the planning committee for the 
dinner. 
The speaker for the evening 
will be Dr. Robert Beck of the 
Department of Philosophy, Uni-
versity of Minnesota. The topic 
of his speech will be "Guide post 
for Teachers." 
Springdale Dairy 
MILK AT ITS BEST 
529 Huff St. 	Phone 3982 
a student where he may like to 
teach; however, elementary grade 
teachers are in such a demand 
that they are more likely to secure 
a position of their first choice." 
The bureau is not in a position 
to guarantee its registrants 
teaching positions, but it does 
give them all the support that is 
justified by the records and rec-
ommendations filed with the 
bureau. 
Last year 48 students with 
four-year degrees and 25 two-year 
students were placed in responsi-
ble positions. This year 80 f our-
year students and 45 two-year 
students will be graduated by the 
college and have already regis-
tered with the Placement Bureau. 
Elementary Club 
Hears Speakers, Duet 
A varied program was presented 
at the Elementary Grade club-
meeting Monday evening, Jan-
uary 31. Miss Bertha Schwable 
of the faculty spoke on the origin 
of the club at T. C. The Misses 
Elsie Kurzweg of Jefferson School 
and Kathryn Dunlay of Phelps 
reported on the activities of the 
Association for Children Educa-
tion. 
Following these talks, a duet 
was sung by Joyce Waterbury 
and Dorothy Jordahl. The meet-
ing concluded with the serving of 
refreshments. 
HT DOCTOR'S CORNER 
E 	by L. Catlin 
An Appraisal of Literature 
The trend of literature is really an interesting subject. Literature 
is one of the most controversial of all arts. The two most important 
things about the study of literature are who influenced the writer —
which is a subtle way of saying whom did he copy — and how to 
classify the writer into the proper field. 
It is taken as an axiom that all writers are influenced by someone. 
Chaucer- would have been at a loss if he hand't had the chance to 
copy Boccaccio and Virgil. Shake-
speare would have been a failure 
if he had not read Greek drama. 
Even Cedric Adams found a 
source of influence and guidance 
by reading Walter Kiernan. 
In the northwest corner of the building I found a quiet little office 
identified by a sign in front which says: Director of Training and 
Placement. Inside, however, I found it to be a busy place. It's where 
we go to find a job after four years of book-beating, I was told. 
The Winona T. C. Placement Bureau is a member of the Minnesota 
Institutional Teachers Association whose president for the next two 
years is Mr. Glenn Fishbaugher. It is maintained by the college to 
assist its graduates in obtaining 
teaching positions. All students 
regardless of when they have 
graduated are entitled. to assist-
ance by the Placement Bureau in 
obtaining teaching positions. 
A student who plans to go into 
teaching reports to the place- 
ment office before February 15 
of the year he plans to graduate. 
He will be given a report to be 
filled out called a Bureau of Rec- 
ommendations Confidential In- 
formation. 
The confidential information is 
based upon personality, scholar-
ship, teaching traits, success in 
student teaching, actual teaching 
experience, character, and pro-
fessional growth. These records 
are kept in a permanent file. Also 
a form is given to obtain the sig-
natures of instructors on the 
campus who are willing to write 
letters of recommendation for the 
student. 
Notice of vacancies usually 
come into the college during 
March and April when most con-
tracts are signed. 
The efficiency of the placement 
bureau is clearly seen during the 
nine-year period 1935-1944, when 
over 98% of all young men and 
women graduates secured respon-
sible positions. Continued effi-
ciency, plus the growing demand 
for teachers, has raised the per-
centage to a hundred. As for 
securing a position wherever 
wanted, Mr. Fishbaugher said, 
"With the decreasing demands 
for secondary school teachers, it 
is now extremely difficult to place 
ART STUDENTS 
We have a Complete Line of 
GRUMBACHER & DEVOE REYNOLDS 
ART MATERIALS 
AND PRANG TEXTILE SETS 
• See Us for the Best 
SHERWINVILIAMS 
PAINTS 
Mt 
Your Local 
Paint Service Center 
Phone 5025 	167 Center 
THE HUB 
Store for Men 
79 West Third Street 	 Phone 4300 
 
Howie Johnson's 
VARSITY INN 
Corner Fourth and Johnson 
Try Our 
POP CORN — BUTTERSCOTCH CORN 
SANDWICHES • FROSTED MALTS • HOT CHOCOLATES 
"Business Based on Friendliness" 
Nystrom Motors 
LINCOLN – MERCURY 
315 West Third St. 
ARCHIE'S SNACK SHOP 
Fountain Service • Lunches 
Corner of Third and Main 
ROLLER SKATE 
AT 
Reggie's Roller Rink 
(ABOVE HURRY BACK) 
Every Wed., Thurs., and Sun. Evening 
Sunday Matinee 
AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
"Always Fun at Reggies" 
DANCE 
THE NEW OAKS 
2 Big Bands 
Hit I – MAL DUNN, Formerly at the Prom, St. Paul 
Hit II – DALE SIMONS, Winona's Old Time Favorite 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21 
Benefit Minnesota City Baseball Club 
HADDAD'S 
THE TOPS IN DRY CLEANING 
601 Main St. 	 Dial 2301 
The Tops in 
DANCE INSTRUCTION 
BALLET — TAP — BALLROOM 
LEN MARTIN 
Member Chicago Nat'l Ass'n of Dancing Masters 
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athletes' leaf By e John D. O'Brien 
 
Sports 
SPOTLITE 
 
ON THE DEFENSIVE 
By Red and John 
     
Tonight the Warriors tangle with the thrice-beaten, hot-and-cold 
Bemidji quint. The boys from up North have not been a power in 
the conference this year, but have flashed enough skill to rack three 
triumphs and scramble the loop standings. 
On their northward swing late last month, Coach McCown's hoop-
sters dropped two league battles.— one to the Moorhead Dragons, and 
the other to Bemidji. George Vondrashek, and the entire team, played 
top-notch ball against Moorhead. The combination of the'long strenu-
ous trip and the strange court served to throw them off stride the 
following night in the Bemidji tussle. 
They battled the Bemidji club dead-even right down to the wire, 
but lacked that essential last-minute punch to clinch the victory. 
A fourth period spurt pulled them up to only three points behind; 
then Bemidji took over and sewed the ball-game up, 48-39. Their 
forward, Christianson, was the main man in Winona's hair that night, 
as he hit six from the field and two from the gift line to lead his team 
in scoring. 
When Moorhead played down here two weeks ago, the Warriors 
startled them, and the dopesters, by punching out a 53-51 win. Now 
they are all set to turn the tables on Bemidji. What about some more 
of the student body getting to these week-end games? Come on over 
and help the boys and the cheerleaders out! 
* * * * * * * 
The basketball season has about run its course; and baseball, track, 
and the other spring sports are just around the corner of the calendar. 
Although it doesn't seem like baseball weather yet, the diamond 
Warriors will start working out in another two weeks. 
After tonight's game with Bemidji, there are only two more contests 
on the hoop schedule, both of them home games. Next week the War-
riors meet the rangy Upper Iowa T. C. basketeers for the second time 
this year. In the first meeting, early last month, the corn-state men 
eked out a 47-45 decision. 
Then, as rather an appropriate finale to any season, Mankato 
comes here a week from tomorrow. Our perennial rivals have'had a 
good court season; and, perhaps, may go all the way to the national 
tourney, if they have the breaks. They dropped us, 65-31, in the 
conference curtain-raiser shortly after Christmas. If the Warriors 
upset them in revenge next week, it would certainly be costly to any 
tournament hopes they might have. 
* * * * * * * 
The team has suffered a lot of setbacks; but, if anything can be 
said to have improved by leaps and bounds, that is what the War-
riors have done. 
After the squad had dropped those two tough tilts on their northern 
swing, they returned home and forced Duluth to the limit before 
bowing to them by a 54-47 count. Next they dumped Moorhead, 
then were nipped by St. Mary's, 49-47. 
One of the most interesting pivot-slot battles in the state this year 
took place between the Warrior's Vondrashek, and the Moorhead 
Dragon's ace center, McCamy. The lanky Dragon rebounder has 
been leading the conference scoring race all season, in one game 
dunking in 37 points. 
In their first meeting, Von stacked up eleven buckets, for a total of 
22 markers, hitting on fifty per cent of his shots. Meanwhile, he held 
the vaunted McCamy to only two field goals. McCamy, playing on his 
home floor, mustered a total of only 8 points for the game. 
Then, in the second game, Von even bettered his initial performance. 
He dropped in the game-winning basket. Although hampered with a 
cold, and thus playing less than three quarters of the game, he carved 
out 27 points; this was his second-highest offensive effort of the year. 
And he, with the aid of Fred Warweg, held McCamy down to a scant 
nine points. This gave the Warriors their first conference victory in 
basketball since 1947. 
Von played sparkling defensive ball in the second game of the 
city series with St. Mary's, besides tallying 22 points. His rebound-
ing and floor play were nothing short of great. Every man in there 
was good; and it was a game that could have gone either way, but 
their last basket finished it, 49-47. Warweg played terrific ball, and 
DuBois broke up their stalls time and again. Well, there is always 
another year, and St. Mary's can be beat!!! 
The headlines for hardwood 
heroes are seldom won by the 
hard- working, steady- plugging, 
unspectacular players. Most 
everyone recognizes that this type 
of boy really is the back-bone of 
any team, but somehow his lack 
of color robs him of the praise to 
which he is justly entitled. This 
month's SPOTLITE focuses on 
just such a lad and surprisingly 
enough his background reveals a 
lot of the stuff of which these un-
sung heroes are made. 
Fred took about all the ath-
letic honors in sight before his 
graduation from high school .in 
his home town, Farmington, 
Minnesota. Four letters each in 
football, basketball and baseball 
with one for good measure 
thrown in for track, were col-
lected by this strapping 6' 2", 
190 pound lad. 
"Ears" hasn't slackened his 
Herculean ways much since en-
tering W.S.T.C. The always 
plugging, always tough Warweg 
is a two-year varsity letterman 
in football, and will add another 
basketball monogram to the one 
he already holds this spring. 
The active Naval Reserve listed 
on last summer's muster roll, 
the name of F. Warweg. "Bar-
nacle Ears," the gobbie, spent 
four months helping the Navy 
fly their planes out of Wold- • 
Chamberlain Field in Minneapo-
lis. There is a strong possibility 
that this is where Fred developed 
his unchallenged proficiency 
with the paste boards. 
There's an intangible some-
thing that Fred has that makes 
him a standout in any sport. 
Coach McCown calls it "compet-
itive spirit" and says that Fred 
is one of the greatest competitors 
he has coached. It's quite possi-
ble you may see some boys out-
score Fred or show more basket-
ball finesse, ::1ut one thing is 
certain, you'll never witness any 
one outfight him! 
We were talking about the 
pros and cons of basketball the 
other day, when we happened to 
trip over an interesting idea. 
What if there were a way of keep-
ing a defensive score sheet? 
When people talk basketball 
they quite normally speak mostly 
of offensive efforts of various 
teams or players. A team's de-
fensive failings only become espe-
cially noticeable when their of-
fense is weak. 
A club can go along and win 
games all year, have a successful 
season, yet still have a relatively 
spotty defense. The problem 
boils down in the long run to the 
individual players themselves,and 
their capabilities or limitations in 
a defensive light. 
A center will usually nail a 
major portion of the defensive 
rebounds because of his height 
and floor position; and if the 
rest of the defensive play is pret-
ty well distributed among the 
other team members, a club can 
say that it has a good, or above-
average, defensive machine. One 
wonders if there wouldn't be an 
immediate improvement all over 
the nation in defensive play, if a 
defensive box score were pub-
lished for each game, as well as 
the offensive box score. 
Anyhow, the idea was too in-
teresting to just let it drop; so, 
accordingly, we decided to make 
a test case on the Warriors. The 
Warriors have been playing good 
defensive ball most of the year, 
so we felt no compunction as to 
making a guinea pig of their 
brand of play. 
Now faced with the task of 
how to tabulate defensive scoring, 
we evolved the following system. 
Picking four purely defensive acts  
as embodying and embracing all 
defensive play, we evaluated 
these acts in terms of 1, 2, or 3 
points. 
First, and probably of prime 
importance in a game, are the 
defensive rebounds; we scored 
one point for each of these that 
a player grabbed. Secondly we 
listed jump balls; each time a 
Warrior tied up an opposing 
player, he got one point in our 
defensive scorebook. These are 
the two most common and all-
embracing defensive plays. 
The third defensive act we re-
corded was pass interceptions; 
for each of these we alloted two 
points. Last but not least came 
the more infrequent blocked 
shots; for each of these we gave 
a player three points. 
We then picked the St. Mary's 
game for our test case, and the 
result was satisfactory and reas-
suring. The Warriors played very 
good defensive ball. 
It was interesting to note that 
Vondrashek scored exactly as 
many defensive points that 
night as he tallied in his offen-
sive column. Warweg, DuBois, 
Winblad, and Swota, who bore 
the brunt of the court duties, 
split the remaining defensive 
points fairly evenly. Below are 
the results of our experiment. 
Defensive Box Score 
PLAYER 	D.R. J.B. P.I. BL.S.T.P. 
Warweg, f. 	 7 2 1 1 14 
Winblad, f.. . . 	 6 2 0 0 8 
Vondrashek, c 	 12 4 0 2 22 
Swota, g. 	3 4 0 0 7 
Tews, g. 	 2 0 0 0 2 
DuBois, f. 	 2 6 2 1 15 
Konkol, f. 	 0 2 1 0 4 
Drugan, f. 	 0 2 0 0 2 
Dahl, f. 	 2 0 0 0 2 
Clausen, g. 	 1 0 0 0 1 
Say it with Flowers 
Siebrecht's 
32c NOON SNACK 32c 
Bowl Home Made Soup 
Hotdog on a Bun 
Coffee and Donuts 
Red Owl Coffee Bar 
PARKER 51 1., 
World's Most Wanted 
Pen — Unmatched 
for beauty and per-
formance. 
$1  250 
EASY TERMS 
Service Center for 
PARKER and SHEAFFER 
Pens and Pencils 
MORGAN'S 
"The Store Where Youth is 
Served" 
FRANK TUTTLE RAY CROUCH (Formerly at Spanton's) 
NO DONUTS LIKE 
( ' l (') at 11 
GLAZED DONUTS 
SHELL GAS STATION 
Corner 5th and Main 
Quick 
Dependable 
—Safe 
Phone 3331 
Royal Cab Co. 
Winona Fruit Market 
Our Fresh Fruit and Vegetables 
ARE BETTER 
119 E. Third St. 
Werner & Son 
MEATS 
GROCERIES 
519 Huff 	 Phone 2358 
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Ped Diamond Hopes Bright 
by Red Geary 
Luther McCown Appointed 
Chief of Phy Ed Department In the spring the student fancy 
turns lightly to thoughts of . . . 
(you guessed it) . . . . Baseball. 
The clarion call for the wielders 
of hickory poles and horsehide 
spheres will sound out on the 1st 
of March. A host of lettermen 
return to make the outlook rosy 
and a source of solace to the har- 
ried athletic department. 
Redonning the cleats and flan-
nels will be Prokopowicz (3b), 
Stark (outfdr), Barrett (lb), An-
derson (outfdr), Tews (outfdr), 
Karle (outdfr); Winblad (2b), 
Dahl (ss), Percuoco (c), Radtke 
(c), Mueller (p), J. Drugan (p), 
and Mahlke (outfdr). These let-
termen will form the nucleus 
around which the coaching staff 
can build the diamond Warriors 
of '49. The squad will be bol-
stered by the addition of many 
new candidates many of whom 
are experienced ballplayers. 
The club, according to last 
spring's performance, should be a 
heavy hitting crew. The big 
noises at the plate last year, Stan 
Prokopowicz and Arch Stark, had 
a consistent habit of making 
opposing pitchers feel like a bath 
towel at a sorority house party 
and should hold their batting 
averages up in there again this 
season. Crafty Ev Mueller, the 
Winona mound master, will be 
on deck with his bag of wizardry 
and is looking to lead the hurlers 
to a great season. 
The team will have a lot of 
experience and depth which 
THE 
MAN WHO 
KNOWS... 
WEARS 
NEVILLE 
CLOTHES 
His Reason? 
BETTER $ VALUES 
BETTER SELECTION 
BETTER STYLING 
BETTER BRANDS 
Main Floor . . . . Clothing 
Lower Level . . . . Sportswear 
NEVILLEI 
ESTABLISHED 1902 
leads this observer to believe 
that the Peds can look forward 
to a successful season. Coach 
McCown feels last year's club 
was weak down the middle and 
will concentrate this year to bal-
ance the infield and tighten it 
either by shifting some of the 
vets or perhaps find the answer 
among the rookie aspirants. 
The club manager Moe Weber 
will again be on hand. Moe does 
the important coaching at third 
base in addition to performing as 
everything from team chaplain 
to ticket taker. Likeable Moe is 
a great morale builder for the 
team and the boys claim that 
things just don't go right if 
Moaning Moe and his leather 
lungs aren't bleating encourage-
ment when the Warriors are in 
the field. Despite his lighter mo-
ments Weber's coaching ability is 
highly respected by friend and 
foe alike. 
The schedule now numbers 
fourteen games with the possi-
bility of more to be confirmed. 
This year the Peds will take a 
swing south to Missouri. West-
minister College of Fulton will 
be the opponent on the southern 
invasion with more games being 
sought. The Warriors take off at 
Easter vacation on the 13th of 
April and return the 17th. Non-
conference games include Eau 
Claire, Stout, La Crosse, Upper 
Iowa, and St. Mary's. 
The relative strength of the 
conference hasn't been established 
or favorites picked nor will they 
until the icicles thaw out of the 
sportscasters' beards, so just to 
be the early bird and stick a not-
too-proud neck way way out I'm 
going to pick the Warriors for 
the conference championship 
right here and now. I'm not 
going to find many friends for 
moral support, but I expect to 
find comfort for my rashness 
come March 1 in the healthy 
batting averages, good fielding 
and winning baseball I feel the 
'49 team is going to show. 
The Best Bet in Food 
SHORTY'S CAFE 
We Specialize in 
MEALS, STEAKS, CHOPS 
CHICKEN, FISH 
and CHOW MEIN 
PLATE LUNCHES - 55c 
ORDERS To TAKE OUT 
528 Center St. 
Opposite Milwaukee Depot 
Phone 2622 
GIFT FEATURE  
League Play Ends 
In Intramurals 
There were two full, eight-team 
leagues competing this year, the 
American league and the Na-
tional loop. There were many 
top-notch teams in each circuit, 
and the final results were close 
and congested; each team, in 
both leagues, had at least two 
defeats. 
In the American league final 
standings, the Wildcats and the 
Globe trotters were on top, with 
each having five wins and two 
losses. Next came the Clowns, 
Lakers, and Bears, with four 
wins and three losses. 
In the National circuit, the 
Whirlwinds and the Eager Beav-
ers were on top of the heap at 
the end of regular season play 
with five victories and two de-
feats apiece. Close behind them 
came the Rebounders and the 
All Americans, each with four-
and-three records. 
Most effective scoring punch 
in the American league was dem-
onstrated by: Beyers of the All 
Stars with 88, Martin of the 
Globe Trotters with 77, Schmid-
lin of the Globe Trotters with 73, 
and Sandeen of the Wildcats 
with 71. 
Highest scorers in the National 
loop were: Baures of the Re-
bounders with 123, Hilling of the 
Sheiks with 100, and Wood of 
the Cheddar Boys with 95. 
VARSITY 
SCORING TOTALS 
Player 	 Games FG FT TP 
Vondrashek_. .. 20 112 75 299 
DuBois 	20 	47 17 111 
Winblad 	19 36 26 98 
Dahl 	23 27 35 89 
Warweg 	16 28 26 82 
Burkard 	22 	13 21 	47 
Swota 15 	18 11 	47 
Drugan 	18 18 7 43 
Cook  9 	9 8 26 
Konkol 	14 	5 12 22 
Clausen 	 11 	3 	5 	11 
Geary  9 	2 4 	8 
Baures 	 2 	-3 	1 	7 
Tews  4 	2 1 	5 
Carlson 	 1 	2 	1 	5 
Lynch  1 	1 	1 	3 
Ellinghuysen. 	 -.7 	0 	2 	2 
WOMEN'S 
SPORTS 
The last hard-fought battle for 
the tournament championship 
brought the basketball season to 
an exciting finish. Jo Wempner's 
deserving team won- the coveted 
title of "the winners." 
The first sunny day turned 
the conversations of some of our 
more optimistic sportswomen to 
swimming and the all-import-
ant sun tan. 
The smooth sheet of ice which 
covered Morey's front lawn re-
cently was quite a contrast to 
talk of swim suits and sun burn. 
Never daunted, the gals laced up 
their skates and took advantage 
of the impromptu rink. 
At their last meeting the Phy 
Ed club spent its time making 
some new soccer boards and lan-
yards and consuming coffee and 
doughnuts. 
Luther McCown was appointed Athletic Director of Winona State 
Teachers College Tuesday by action of the State Teachers College 
board in session at St. Paul. He has been acting director since the 
resignation of Dr. Glen Galligan last summer. 
McCown will continue with his duties as basketball coach for the 
remainder of the season, but will turn his baseball coaching duties 
this spring over to Lyle Arns, well known southern Minnesota baseball 
star recently added to the T. C. staff. 
Joining the staff in 1942, McCown has at various times coached 
all intercollegiate athletics. For three years during the war, he was 
on leave for duty with the Army Medical Corps Physical Recondition-
ing School. At the time of his being called into service, he had just 
been elected P14sident of the Teachers College Conference Athletic 
Coaches and Directors. 
Graduating from Winona T. C. with his B.A. degree in 1936, the 
new director went on to Colorado State College of Education at 
Greeley for his Masters degree in physical education. While in col-
lege here in Winona, he won 11 letters, taking part in football, 
basketball, track, and baseball. He was All-conference forward 
for two years in basketball, and 
for a time held the conference 
record for the mile run. Three 
times he was conference winner 
in the mile. His first baseball 
letter came when he was a senior, 
the first year that sport was put 
on an intercollegiate basis. In 
addition, he was a B student in 
his scholastic work. 
The job carries the responsibil-
ities of not only the intercolle-
giate athletic program, but of the 
complicated intramural setup as 
well. In addition, he is in charge 
of the physical education program 
for men at the college, under 
which all boys enrolled take one 
year of work; the physical educa-
tion program of grades 5 to 9 in 
Phelps school; and the program 
for college majors in physical 
education. At the present time 
there are 73 men enrolled as ma-
jors in that field. 
President Nels Minne in an-
nouncing the appointment said, 
"Those of us who have known 
McCown as acting director and 
coach will feel confident that he 
can carry on the job begun so 
capably by Dr. Galligan. We will 
miss Mac on the baseball dia-
mond, but his administrative 
duties are too heavy to have him 
handle that. However, with Arns 
taking over those duties, we look 
forward to a successful baseball 
future." 
At the present time McCown 
is a member of the conference 
board to standardize athletic 
awards. 
by 
Kak 
and 
Rosie 
I.R.C. Hears Exchange Teacher 
Shown here are Mr. James Becker, adviser of 1RC, Miss Megan Flemington, 
exchange teacher from England, and Willard Erickson, vice-president of 
the International Relations Club. 
McVey's 
ICE CREAM SHOP 
All fountain items can be packed 
to take out. 
Corner of Huff and Ninth 
HAEFNER STUDIO 
Winona's Newest and Finest 
Phone 7156 
155 East Third St. 
Susan's Shop 
-125 East Third Phone 5926 
KRATZ'S 
Chicken - Steak — Fish 
Fountain Service 
— Jo DAMATO 
THE CANDY BOX 
AND THE 
GARDEN GATE. 
"Where the Best People 
Meet — and Eat" 
Eat at the 
MILWAUKEE HOTEL 
DON SCHNIEPP 
50 W. Mark 	Phone 4988 
OUR EXPERIENCE YOUR PROTECTION 
NU-WAY CLEANERS 
Phone 
	 S. M. SANDEN, Prop. 
7223 509 West Fifth St. 	 Winona 
The NEW OAKS 
Minnesota City 6 Miles West of Winona On Hwy. 61 
SENSATIONAL DINING STYLED BY CHEF KELLY 
12 Noon Until 1 A.M. Every Day 
SMORGASBORD THURSDAYS 
5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
DANCING EVERY NITE 
Hospitality That All 
America Understands 
. • . 	 . 	 .... • . 	 . ••  ... 
" • 
:•:•• 
•:•;, 
cc.:‘:•:?: 
Ask for it either way ...both 
trade-marks mean the same thing. 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF TIIE COCA-COLA COMPA!‘", BY 
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF WINONA 
© 1949, The Coca-Cola Company 
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Freshmen .. . 
• . . Follies 
ICI AIRING l_v_I ➢ SIe 
by Elaine Sanden 
A musical organization at T. C. which makes many public appear-
ances both in and out of the college are the Rhythm Masters, better 
known as the swing band. 
Laurels this month go to one of the "Rhythm Masters." A profes-
sional trumpeteer who was once a member of the famed Eddie Howard 
band is now a freshman here at T. C. He is Douglas Wood, a native 
Winonan. 
"Doug" says he began his musical career with the Kansas City 
Symphony while attending high school in Kansas City. He then 
joined Red Nichols' road band with which he remained for two 
years. Later he joined Orrin Tucker and his orchestra, following which 
he played with Eddie Howard for one year. Doug has performed 
in such exclusive places as the Roosevelt Hotel in New York. 
The Army Air Force claimed Doug for three years, but when he 
was released from the service, he again joined the band of Orrin Tucker. 
Feeling that an education was what he wanted most, Doug was 
prompted to attend T. C. Of his present career,. Doug says, "This 
is my third try at college; hope I make it this time." 
* * * * * * * 
At the March meeting of the Mason Music club, the group will be 
addressed by Mr. John Duel, music director at the Central Junior High 
School in Winona. 
Following its regular monthly meeting on Tuesday evening, Febru-
ary 1, the club was entertained by Miss Mildred Dopke, who played 
a medley of piano solos. Possibilities of attending the Music Educators 
Conference to be held at Davenport, Iowa, March 17, 18, and 19, were 
discussed by the group. 
* * * * * * * 
Winning second place in the marching division at the Winona 
Winter Carnival on February 5 was the T. C. band. Fred Heyer, 
director of the organization, announces that a spring concert is being 
planned by the group. 
FRESHMEN: You don't make 
foot prints in the sands of time 
by sitting down. 
Look! There's a ghost in the 
freshman class. That's right. It 
seems that one of our respiring 
freshman had his obituary in the 
paper at one time. After his ill-
fated dive into a sand pit, author-
ities thought he was dead. His 
father had faith and took his son 
to a hospital. The boy recovered 
to the dismay of the press and 
the freshman class. Anyone 
that is in doubt should ask Dick-
the "Ghost" Courtier for the de-
tails. By the way, there is a book 
about him entitled RICHARD III. 
One of the newest and hardest 
working clubs is a club that is 
made up almost entirely of fresh-
men. They are not only doing 
themselves some good, but they 
are also contributing to the well-
being and prestige of the school. 
This club is almost unheard of, 
but it is an up-and-coming organ-
ization. It is more a team 
than a club for it has met more 
than seven schools in competi-
tion. This is the debate team, a 
team that has been in more than 
twenty debates and have many 
more planned. 
_ They . are,. really go-getters as 
far as their work is concerned. 
Take one: he has written to more 
than twenty-five senators and 
received word back from most of 
them. Four of the members have 
appeared before the Rotary and 
Exchange clubs in debates. They 
really have the kind of spirit of 
which anyone can be proud. 
Does any one know of a harder 
working or more spirited club? 
- PLAYERS ENJOY 
VALENTINE PARTY 
Ogden hall was the scene of the 
Valentine party held by the We- 
nonah Players Thursday evening, 
February 10. Following the sup-
per, a game of charades, directed 
by Don Redlich, was played. 
Charles L. Edson's "The Ra-
vin's of Piute Poet Poe," a parady 
of "The Raven," vvas read by 
Bob Clayton. Also included in 
the program was a "Monologue 
Between a Lady Shopper and a 
Salesman" by Carolyn Wells, as 
interpreted by Joe Fennie. 
Gerry Radtke rendered an orig-
inal composition of "Variation on 
London Bridge," and also accom-
panied Elaine Sanden and Leon 
Peters at the piano. Miss Sanden 
sang "0 Cessate di Piagarimi" 
and "Prisoner of Love," while 
Mr. Peters selections were "With-
out a Song" and "All the Things 
You Are." 
Miss Megan Flemington, ex-
change teacher from Bristol, 
England, presented the topic 
"Post War Social Conditions in 
England" at the meeting of the 
International Relations club 
Tuesday evening, February 8, at 
Maxwell Library. 
The English people as a nation 
are slow to accept new ideas, to 
make friends, and to make deci-
sions, asserted the speaker. She 
spoke in favor of the Labor Party 
now in power in England and 
quoted Lord Beveridge's state-
ment of the party policy as "an 
attempt to free the nation from 
the scandal of physical wants." 
Socialized medicine is now in 
use in Great Britain. Each per-
son gives a percentage of his 
check for hospitalization so that 
all medical expenses are paid in 
case of illness. 
Miss Marion Davis will speak 
on her trip to Costa Rica at the 
next meeting of the club to be 
held Tuesday, February 22, in 
the Children's Library. 
JUNIOR VANITIES 
Togs 'n Toys • 
for Girls 'n Boys- 
GIFTS 
153 Main Street 
We sell cameras and kodaks of 
all kinds. We develop youwr 8 
exposure roll film and make 8 
guaranteed prints for 35c. 
Over 55 years experience. 
Van Vranken 
Studio 
57 West Fourth 
STATE 
Theatre 
5 Days Starts Saturday Feb. 19 
ALAN LADD — BRENDA MARSHALL 
in 
Whispering Smith 
2 Days Starts Thursday, Feb. 24 
IDA LUPINO — CORNEL WILDE 
in 
Road House 
2 Days Starts Sunday, Feb. 27 
RED SKELTON — BRIAN DONLEVY 
in 
Southern Yankee 
2 Days Starts Tuesday, March 1 
WILLIAM RYAN — MERLE 0I3ERON 
in 
Berlin Express 
Congo Sponsors 
Joint Meeting 
Attending the joint meeting of 
the various college groups at the 
First Congregational Church Sun-
day evening, February 6, were 
eighty T. C. students. Members 
of the Canterbury club of St. 
Paul's Episcopal, the Wesley 
club of Central Methodist, the 
Lutheran Students Association of 
Central Lutheran, and the Congo 
club of the First Congregational 
churches were present at the 
meeting, which was sponsored by 
the latter organization. 
"What's in a Name?" was the 
topic discussed by the ministers 
of the three guest churches, the 
Rev. Vernon Johnson of St. Paul's, 
the Rev. John Simonds of Faith 
English Lutheran, and the Rev. 
Truman Potter of Central Meth-
odist, and Mrs. Philip Murray, 
who represented the First Con-
gregational Church. 
The denominational differences 
of these four branches of the 
Protestant faiths were discussed 
at length by the speakers. A ques-
tion period for the students at-
tending followed. 
